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Stereoscopic displays have become important for many applications,
including operation of remote devices, medical imaging, surgery, scientific visualization, and computer-assisted design. But the most significant and exciting development is the incorporation of stereo technology into entertainment: specifically, cinema, television, and video
games. In these applications for stereo, three-dimensional (3D) imagery should create a faithful impression of the 3D structure of the scene
being portrayed. In addition, the viewer should be comfortable and not
leave the experience with eye fatigue or a headache. Finally, the presentation of the stereo images should not create temporal artifacts like
flicker or motion judder. This paper reviews current research on stereo
human vision and how it informs us about how best to create and present stereo 3D imagery. The paper is divided into four parts: (1) getting
the geometry right, (2) depth cue interactions in stereo 3D media, (3)
focusing and fixating on stereo images, and (4) how temporal presentation protocols affect flicker, motion artifacts, and depth distortion.

GETTING THE GEOMETRY RIGHT
What are we trying to do when we present stereo displays? Are we
trying to recreate the scene as a physically present viewer would
have seen it, or simply give a good depth percept? How should we
capture and display the images to achieve each of these? Vision
science does not yet have answers regarding what makes a good
depth percept, but in this section we aim to cover the geometrical
constraints and lay out what is currently known about how the
brain responds to violations of those constraints.

Puppet Theater
Figure 1 depicts a three-dimensional (3D) display reproducing a
visual scene as a miniature model—a puppet theater, if you will—
in front of the viewer. Conventional stereoscopic displays cannot
recreate the optical wavefronts of a real visual scene. For example,
the images are all presented on the same physical screen; therefore,
they cannot reproduce the varying accommodative demand of real
objects at different distances. In addition, they cannot provide the
appropriate motion parallax as the viewer’s head moves left and
right. However, they can in principle, reproduce the exact binocular disparities of a real scene. In many instances, this is an impossible or inappropriate goal. However, we argue that it is important
to understand the underlying geometrical constraints of the “puppet theater” to understand what we are doing when we violate the
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Figure 1. A visual scene as a miniature model in front of the viewer.

constraints. Thus, it is a helpful exercise to consider what we need
to reproduce the disparities that would be created by a set of physical objects seen by the viewer.

Epipolar Geometry and Vertical Disparity
The images we need to create depend on how they will be displayed. In the real world, a point in space and the projection centers of the two eyes deﬁne a plane; this is the so-called epipolar
plane. To recreate this situation on a stereo 3D (S3D) display, we
have to recreate such an epipolar plane. Assume the images will be
displayed on a screen frontoparallel to the viewer so that horizontal lines on the screen are parallel to the line joining the two eyes
(Figs. 1 and 2). This is approximately the case for home viewing
of S3D television (TV). The ﬁrst constraint in this situation is that
to simulate real objects in the puppet theater, there must be no
vertical parallax on the screen; otherwise, the points on the display
screen seen by the left and right eyes will not lie on an epipolar
plane. (We use the convention that parallax refers to separation on
the screen and disparity refers to separation on the retina.) Figure 2
illustrates why. Irrespective of where the eyes are looking (provided
that the viewer’s head does not tilt to the side), the rays joining
each eye to a single object in space intersect the screen at points
that are displaced horizontally on the screen; that is, epipolar-plane
geometry is preserved. Thus, to simulate objects physically present
in front of the viewer, the left and right images must be presented
on the display screen with no vertical separation.
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the two eyes intersect at a desired point in space. Horizontal vergence (convergence or divergence) is triggered by horizontal disparities. If the eyes are vertically misaligned, the lines of sight do
not intersect in space. Instead, there is a constant vertical offset
between the two eyes’ images (Fig. 3 (a)). The human visual system contains self-correcting mechanisms designed to detect such
a vertical offset and correct for it by moving the eyes back into
alignment.2-4 The eye movement that accomplishes this is a vertical
vergence.

Figure 2. An object in space and the centers of projection of the eyes
define an epipolar plane. If the screen displaying the S3D content contains
a vector parallel to the interocular axis, then the intersection of this plane
with the screen is also parallel to the interocular axis. In the usual case,
where the interocular axis is horizontal, this means that to reproduce the
disparity of the real object, its two images must have zero vertical parallax.
Their horizontal parallax depends on how far the simulated object is in
front of or behind the screen.

What Happens When We Get the Geometry Wrong?
If the stereo images on the display do contain vertical parallax, they
are not consistent with a physically present object. Vertical parallax can be introduced by obvious problems, such as misalignments
of the cameras during ﬁlming or misalignments of the images during presentation, but they can also be introduced by more subtle issues, such as ﬁlming with converged cameras (“toe-in”).1 These two
sources of vertical parallax cause a change in the vertical disparities
at the viewer’s retinas and are likely to affect the 3D percept.

Vertical Disparities Arising from Misalignments
The eyes move partly to minimize retinal disparities. For example,
vergence eye movements work to ensure that the lines of sight of

In stereo displays, small vertical misalignments of the images activate vertical vergence. This could occur, for example, if the cameras are misaligned because one camera is rotated about the axis
joining the centers of the two cameras or, in a cinema, if the projectors are offset vertically. In these instances, the viewers automatically diverge their eyes vertically so as to remove the offset between
the retinal images. This happens automatically, so inexperienced
viewers are usually not consciously aware of it. It is likely to cause
fatigue and eyestrain if it persists.
Passive stereo displays in which the left and right images are presented on alternate pixel rows could introduce a constant vertical disparity corresponding to 1 pixel—if the left and right images
were captured from vertically aligned cameras and then presented
with an offset (Fig. 4 (a)). If instead the images are captured at
twice the vertical resolution of each eye’s image, with the left and
right images pulled from the odd and even pixel rows, respectively,
there is no overall vertical disparity but just slightly different sampling (Fig. 4 (b)). In any case, the vertical disparity corresponding
to 1 pixel viewed at 3 picture heights is only about a minute of arc,
which is probably too small to cause eyestrain.
A similar situation occurs if the images are misaligned by being
rotated about an axis perpendicular to the screen. Again, the brain
automatically seeks to null out rotations of up to a few degrees by
rotating the eyes about the lines of sight, an eye movement known
as cyclovergence (Fig. 3 (b)).5 This also produces discomfort, fatigue, and eyestrain.

a

b

Figure 3. Different eye postures cause characteristic patterns of vertical disparity on the retina, largely independent of the scene viewed. Here, the eyes
view an array of points on a grid in space, directly in front of the viewer. The eyes are not converged, so the points have a large horizontal disparity on
the retina. (a) The eyes have a vertical vergence misalignment. This introduces a constant vertical disparity across the retina. (b) The eyes are slightly
cyclodiverged (rotated in opposite directions about the lines of sight). This introduces a shearlike pattern of vertical disparity across the retina.
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Figure 4. Passive stereo in which left and right images that are displayed
on different pixel rows (a) can introduce vertical parallax but (b) need not
do so if created appropriately.

Vertical Disparities Arising from Viewing Geometry
The human visual system (and human stereographers) works hard
to avoid misalignments. But even if both eyes (or both cameras)
are perfectly aligned, vertical disparities between the retinal (or
ﬁlmed) images can still occur. Figure 5 shows two cameras converged on a square structure in front of them. Because each camera
is viewing the square obliquely, its image on the ﬁlm is a trapezoid
because of keystoning. The corners of the square are thus in different vertical positions on the two ﬁlms, and this violates epipolarplane geometry (Fig. 2). A viewer looking at the stereo display
of these trapezoids receives a pattern of vertical disparities that is
inconsistent with the original scene.
One can deduce the relative alignment of the cameras from the pattern of vertical disparities.6 The exact position of objects in space
can then be estimated by backprojecting from the retinal images.
The visual system uses the pattern of vertical disparities across the
retina to interpret and scale the information available from horizontal disparities.7-9 For this reason, vertical disparities in stereo
displays may not just degrade the 3D experience but also produce
systematic distortions in depth perception.
One well-known example is the induced effect.10 In this illusion, a
vertical magniﬁcation of one eye’s image relative to the other causes
a perception that the whole screen is slightly slanted, that is, rotated
about a vertical axis. This is thought to be because similar vertical
magniﬁcation occurs naturally when we view a surface obliquely.

Estimating Convergence from Vertical Disparity
For the purpose of S3D displays, a pertinent example concerns vertical disparities associated with convergence. For the brain to interpret 3D information correctly, it must estimate the current convergence angle with which it is viewing the world. This is because,
as Fig. 6 shows, a given retinal disparity can specify vastly different
depth estimates depending on whether the eyes are converging on
a point close to or far from the viewer.
The brain has several sources of information about convergence.
Some of these are independent of the visual content, for example,
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Figure 5. Vertical parallax introduced by camera convergence.

sensory information from the eye muscles. However, the pattern of
vertical disparities also provides a purely retinal source of information. Consider the example in Fig. 5. The equal and opposite keystoning in the two images instantly tells us that these images must
have been acquired by converged cameras. The larger the keystoning, the more converged the cameras.
An extensive vision science literature examines humans’ ability to
use these cues. This shows that humans use both retinal and extraretinal information about eye position.11-13 As we expect from a
well-engineered system, more weight is placed on whichever cue is
most reliable. Generally, the visual system places more weight on
the retinal information, relying on the physical convergence angle
only when the retinal images are less informative.11,14 For example,
because the vertical disparity introduced by convergence is larger
at the edge of the visual ﬁeld, less weight is given to the retinal
information when it is available only in the center of the visual
ﬁeld.13
These vertical disparities can have substantial effects on the experience of depth. In one experiment, the same horizontal disparity
(10 arcmin) resulted in a perceived depth difference of 5 cm when
the vertical disparity pattern indicated viewing at inﬁnity but only
3 cm when the vertical disparity pattern indicated viewing at 28
cm—although in both cases, the physical viewing distance was 57
cm.9

Effects of Filming with Converged Cameras
Epipolar-plane geometry is relevant to the vexing issue of whether
stereo content should be shot with camera axes parallel or converged
(toe-in). Some stereographers have argued that cameras should converge on the subject of interest in ﬁlming because the eyes converge
in natural viewing. While there are good reasons for ﬁlming toe-in,
this particular justiﬁcation is not correct. It depends on the fallacy
that cameras during ﬁlming are equivalent to eyes during viewing.
This would be the case only if the images recorded during ﬁlming
were presented directly to the audience’s retinas, without distortion.
Instead, the images recorded during ﬁlming are presented on a screen
that is usually roughly frontoparallel to the interocular axis (Fig.
2). The images displayed on the screen are thus viewed obliquely
by each eye, introducing keystoning at the retinas. As described in
May/June 2012
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Figure 6. Mapping from disparity to depth depends on the convergence angle. In both panels, the eyes are fixating on the purple sphere. The retinal
disparity between the two spheres is the same in both panels. (a) The sphere is close, so the eyes are more strongly converged. (b) The physical distance
the eyes map onto is much larger when the convergence angle is smaller.

Fig. 5, the retinal images therefore contain vertical disparities even
if there is no vertical parallax on the screen. If the images displayed
on the screen have vertical parallax because they were captured with
converged cameras, this adds to the vertical disparity introduced by
the viewer’s own convergence. The resulting vertical disparity indicates that the viewer’s eyes are more converged than they really are.
As we have seen, this could potentially reduce the amount of perceived depth for a given horizontal disparity.
To correctly simulate physical objects, one should ﬁlm with the
camera axes parallel, as shown in Fig. 7. To display the resulting
images, one should shift them horizontally so that objects meant to
have the same simulated distance as the screen distance have zero
horizontal parallax on the screen. Provided that the viewer keeps
the interocular axis horizontal and parallel to the screen, this ensures that all objects have correct horizontal and vertical disparity
on the retina, independent of the viewer’s convergence angle.

Back-of-the-Envelope Calculations
To get a feel for how serious these effects might be, consider some
back-of-the-envelope calculations. For convergence on the midline (i.e., looking straight ahead, not to the left or right), vertical
disparity is independent of scene structure and simply scales with
convergence angle. To close approximation, the retinal vertical disparity at different points in the visual ﬁeld is given by the following
equation8:
[retinal vertical disparity] = [convergence angle] ×
0.5*sin(2* elevation) × tan(azimuth),
where azimuth and elevation refer to location in the visual ﬁeld.
This equation is for the vertical disparity in natural viewing. That
is, even if an object is displayed with zero screen parallax, it still
has a vertical disparity of 7 arcmin when viewed with 1° convergence at 20° elevation and 20° azimuth. The same equation can
be used to compute the on-screen vertical disparity resulting from
ﬁlming toed-in. For example, what degree of toe-in is necessary to
cause a 1-pixel vertical disparity? For 36mm ﬁlm with a 50 mm focal length, the corners of the image are at an azimuth equal to 20°
and elevation equal to 13°. If the 36mm is represented by 2048 pixels, a vertical disparity of 1 pixel is 1.2 arcmin. This can be caused
by a toe-in of just 14 arcmin.
May/June 2012

Is this enough to alter perception? Suppose that the images on the
screen have a pattern of on-screen vertical parallax resulting from
having been ﬁlmed toed-in:
[on-screen vertical parallax] = [some scale factor K] ×
0.5*sin(2* elevation) × tan(azimuth).
This combines with the natural vertical disparity, indicating the
wrong convergence angle. The scale factor K, which has angular
units, is the additional, artifactual component of the convergence
estimate that would be added if the visual system worked solely on
the retinal information.
Suppose the viewer is in an IMAX cinema, screen size 22 × 16 m,
viewing it at a distance of one screen height: 16 m. The true convergence angle is therefore 14 arcmin. At the corner of the screen,
elevation equals 27° and azimuth equals 35°. Physical objects at
the corners of the screen produce a retinal vertical disparity of 2.0
arcmin just because of the geometry. Suppose the toed-in vertical
parallax is such that it is just 1 cm even at the corners of the screen
(clearly, it is smaller everywhere else). This means that the toe-in
contributes an additional 2.1 arcmin of vertical disparity at elevation equals 27° and azimuth equals 35°. That is, the barely noticeable on-screen parallax more than doubles the vertical disparity
at the retina; hence, the retinal cue to convergence is 29 arcmin
instead of the physical value of 14 arcmin.
Roughly speaking, the convergence overestimate in degrees equals
180/π* [viewing distance] [on-screen vertical separation at (x,y)]/
x/y.
In the preceding calculation, the viewing distance was 16 m and
the vertical separation was 1 cm at x = 11 m and y = 8 m, implying
a convergence angle that is too large by about 0.1°.
What implications might this convergence error have for perceived
shape? Suppose the images accurately simulate a transparent sphere,
with a 1 m radius, at the center of the screen. The sphere has an angular radius of 3.6°, and its front and back surfaces have a horizontal disparity of −0.93 arcmin and 0.82 arcmin, respectively. If these
disparities were interpreted with the actual viewing distance of 16 m
and convergence of 14 arcmin, the viewer should correctly perceive
a spherical object, with a 1 m radius, 16 m away. But if the images
are interpreted assuming a convergence of 29 arcmin and viewing
SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal //
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STEREOSCOPY AND THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM continued
tain. A remarkable recent experiment demonstrated that most observers are insensitive to changes in interaxial distance within a
scene. Although we could detect the resulting changes in disparity
if they occurred in isolation, when they occur within a given scene
we do not perceive them, because we assume the objects stay the
same size. In the words of the authors, “Humans ignore motion and
stereo cues [to absolute size] in favor of a ﬁctional stable world.”15

Why We Don’t Need to Get It Right

Figure 7. Filming with parallel camera axes.

distance of 8 m, then the on-screen parallax implies a spheroid with
an aspect ratio of 2: that is, a radius of 0.5 m in the screen plane and
just 0.25 m perpendicular to the plane of the screen. Thus, for the
same horizontal parallax and the same viewing position, a supposedly spherical object could be perceived as ﬂattened by a factor of 2
simply because of toed-in vertical parallax, even when this is just 1
cm at the corners of the screen.
In practice, the distortion may not be so obvious. For example,
other powerful perspective and shading cues may indicate that the
object is spherical. Nevertheless, these calculations suggest that
small vertical parallax can potentially have a signiﬁcant effect on
perception.
As yet, little work has been done to investigate depth distortions
caused by toed-in ﬁlming. From the vision science literature to
date, we predict different effects for S3D cinema versus TV. In a
cinema, the display typically occupies much of the visual ﬁeld.
Thus, we expect convergence estimates to be dominated by the
retinal information, rather than the physical value. In this situation, the same horizontal disparities could produce measurably
different depth percepts if acquired with converged camera axes
versus parallel. In home viewing of 3DTV, the visual periphery is
generally stimulated by objects in the room. These necessarily produce vertical disparities consistent with the viewer’s physical convergence angle, while vertical disparities within the relatively small
TV screen are likely to have less effect. This means that horizontal
parallax on the TV screen is likely to be converted into depth estimates using the viewer’s physical convergence angle. Thus, we
expect the angle between the camera axes to have less effect on the
depth perceived in this situation.

Interaxial Distance
The separation of the cameras during ﬁlming is another important
topic. To exactly recreate the puppet theater, one should ﬁlm with
the cameras one interocular distance apart. However, stereographers regularly play with interaxial distance (i.e., the separation
between the optical axes of the cameras). For example, they might
start with a large interaxial distance to produce measurable parallax
in a shot of distant mountains and then reduce the interaxial distance as the scene changes to a close-up of a dragon on the moun-
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Ultimately, the central mystery for vision science may be why S3D
TV and cinema works as well as they do. By providing an additional, highly potent depth cue, S3D content risks alerting the visual system to errors it might have forgiven in two-dimensional
(2D) content. As an example, an actor’s head on a cinema screen
may be 10 ft high, but we do not perceive it as gigantic. We could
argue that this is because a 10 ft head viewed from a distance of 30
ft subtends the same angle on the retina as a 1 ft head viewed from
3 ft. Stereo displays, however, potentially provide depth information conﬁrming that the actor is indeed gigantic. In addition, stereo displays often depict disparities that are quite unnatural, that
is, disparities that are physically impossible for any real scene to
produce given the viewer’s eye position or disparities that conﬂict
with highly reliable real-world statistics (mountains are hundreds
of feet high, people are around 6 ft high, etc.). This is reminiscent
of the “uncanny valley” in robotics, where improving the realism of
a simulated human can produce revulsion.16
Presumably, such conﬂicts are the reason a minority of people ﬁnd
S3D content disturbing or nauseating. However, most of us ﬁnd
S3D content highly compelling despite these violations of the natural order. An analogy can be drawn with the way we perceive most
photographs as veridical depictions of the world. We do not usually perceive objects in photographs as distorted or straight lines as
curved, even though the image on our retina is substantially different from that produced by the real scene—unless we are viewing
the photograph from the exact spot the camera was located to take
it.17 It is not yet known to what extent this is a learned ability, raising the possibility that as stereo displays become more commonplace, our visual systems will become even better at interpreting
them without adverse effects.

DEPTH CUE INTERACTIONS IN STEREOSCOPIC 3D
MEDIA
Adding binocular disparity enriches media with a vivid sense of
depth, solidity, and space. However, the traditional pictorial depth
cues—shading, shadows, blur, aerial perspective (haze or smoke),
linear perspective, texture gradient, occlusion, and so on—used
to provide a sense of depth, space, and texture are still present.
In S3D displays, as in 2D displays, these cues are important and
active, as are the cues not normally provided by either 2D or S3D
displays, such as accommodation and motion parallax because of
head motion. These are not subsidiary or secondary cues replaced
by binocular disparity when it is available; rather, they continue to
contribute to the qualitative sense of three-dimensionality and the
May/June 2012

quantitative depth experienced with two eyes, as well as one. However, in S3D media (as in the real world), these multiple sources
often provide incomplete, imprecise, ambiguous, and even contradictory depth information. The visual system has the challenge
of reconstructing a coherent 3D percept from these myriad and
changing sensory signals.

Variety and Ambiguity of Stereoscopic Percepts
Stereopsis has two inherent ambiguities that are important for cue
interactions. The ﬁrst occurs because the image in one eye must be
matched with that in the other. This correspondence problem can
be nontrivial especially with repetitive textures. It has been a major
challenge for computer stereo vision. In contrast, the human visual
system seems to solve this problem effectively and effortlessly.18 In
addition to this capacity, most S3D media are rich and varied, making this the lesser of the ambiguities for our purposes. The other
ambiguity is that retinal disparity does not directly specify depth.
As described earlier in this paper, the amount of depth corresponding to a given disparity depends on distance and to a lesser extent
on direction. In the absence of good information for distance, a
given disparity can correspond to a large range of possible depths.
Horizontal disparity does not provide this distance information,
and binocular information from vergence or vertical disparity is
limited to close range and has limited accuracy.
Stereopsis can support the perception of a 3D world in many respects, including discriminating a difference in depth, ordering
objects in depth, judging slant or curvature, obtaining shape and
relief, judging speed or direction of motion in depth, recovering
surface properties, and obtaining accurate measures of depth between objects. Depending on the nature of the task, the ambiguities of stereopsis become more or less important. For example, to
determine whether one object is placed in front of another does not
require calibration for viewing distance, but estimating the size of
the gap between them does.
In the visual appreciation of S3D ﬁlm and other content, these perceptions are complex and multifaceted. Depth ordering and segregation help reduce clutter and separate subject from background,
recovering shape and relief provides volume and depth, recovering
binocular highlights gives a sense of gloss and luster, and so on. In
S3D media, cue integration and combination need to be considered
on all these levels, because they occur simultaneously and often
seamlessly.

Ambiguity, Reliability, and Accuracy
The problem of vision is to “invert” the imaging process and recover the 3D world. But information is lost in the many-to-one
transformation inherent in perspective projection. A given monocular image is compatible with multiple real scenes (Fig. 8); one
of the possible scenes is that we are simply viewing a 2D image on
a plane, which is the case in painting, ﬁlm, and TV. Not all possible
interpretations are equally likely. The structure and regularities of
the world greatly constrain the problem. A long tradition in perception holds that depth perception relies on recreating the most likely
May/June 2012

3D world consistent with the retinal image or images. Helmholtz
called this process “unconscious inference.”19 Modern variants on
this idea codify this probabilistic interpretation of sensory signals
in ways that, as we show, seem natural if not obvious to engineers.
Just as stereopsis supports many types of 3D judgments and suffers from ambiguities, monocular cues vary in the degree that they
support such judgments. For example, occlusion is one of the least
ambiguous depth cues. If one object blocks the view of another, it
must be between the latter object and the viewer. One object may
be cut away so that it looks like it blocks another, or both “objects”
could be paint on a canvas. But occlusion is mostly an unambiguous source of relative depth information. Occlusion tells us nothing about the amount of depth between the two objects. We can
imagine how occlusion and stereopsis might interact to determine
depth order, but it is less clear how that would work for depth
magnitude. That is, the two cues are not commensurate: they are
apples and oranges that cannot be directly compared or combined
(but see Burge et al.20).
Even when two cues are commensurate, they are not always comparable in terms of precision, reliability, or range. For example, the
interocular distance in humans is much larger than the pupil aperture, so stereopsis is a more precise relative depth signal than
blur.21,22 Finally, the cues can differ in accuracy and provide biased
estimates of depth or other 3D properties. For instance, shape estimates from shading are usually consistent with the assumption of a
light source located above the viewer. When this assumption is not
correct, shape from shading can provide biased estimates.

Cue Integration, Cue Combination, and Cue Conﬂict
Cue combination refers to the combination of sensory information
to derive a percept of an object, feature, or scene. Cue integration
refers more narrowly to combining multiple sources of commensurate information, that is, about the depth, shape, velocity, or some
other aspect of an object.
Cue conﬂict occurs when two or more cues provide different and
incompatible information. This is often thought of in terms of cue
integration but can apply to other cue combination scenarios. Cue
conﬂict can take place within binocular cues (e.g., vergence and
stereopsis), or between stereopsis and other cues.
S3D media almost always produce a cue conﬂict. Many of these
conﬂicts come with the technology, such as the conﬂict with accommodation, which always indicates S3D objects are at the screen
plane, not where we portray them. Other conﬂicts are caused by
the nature of the medium. For instance, scaling of images that
arises from choice of lens or how display size affects depth from
disparity (stereopsis) and perspective differently. Sitting off-center
in the theater also has a different effect on depth from disparity
and perspective. Finally, some natural conﬂicts simply arise from
incompatible solutions to the ambiguities of vision. For instance,
unusual lighting direction can make shape from shading incompatible with shape from disparity.
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b

Figure 8. Ambiguity in perspective projection. (a) A perspective projection is compatible with many real scenes, including a drawing of a 2D surface. (b)
Even occlusion can be ambiguous if it is uncertain which surface is the occluder.

Conceptual and Computational Models of Cue
Combination
There are many conceptual models of how cues can be perceptually
combined including the following23:
1. Cue dominance or vetoing, where one cue determines the percept.
A familiar example is ventriloquism, where the sound is “captured” by the visual input. In S3D, occlusion cues can veto depth
from disparity at window violations.
2. Summation and averaging, which are additive interactions. These
can be generalized to rather complex nonlinear interactions referred to as cooperative interactions.24
3. Disambiguation, where one cue disambiguates another (or they
mutually disambiguate each other). For instance, the sign of blur
is ambiguous, and a given amount of blur can result from focus
in front of or beyond an object; stereopsis and other depth signals
could disambiguate. Information from other depth cues can also
disambiguate which interpretation of a perspective image should
be favored, or conﬁrm and stabilize a bistable perception.
4. Calibration and adaptation, which occurs when one cue provides
information necessary to interpret another. For instance, motion
or perspective can provide the distance signal necessary to obtain depth magnitude from stereopsis.
5. Dissociation. To be integrated, the cues should be bound together
to apply to a common object feature or location. In contrast, dissociation of cues refers to interactions in which the cues are applied
differentially, either interpreting them as arising from different objects or applying them to different aspects of the same object.
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Cue integration is the fusing together of redundant (typically
commensurate) information, usually involving vetoing or averaging processes. The computational and behavioral literature25 has
distinguished between weak and strong fusion models. In strong
fusion models, sensory inputs are combined without constraining how the information is combined. There is considerable anatomical and psychophysical evidence for modularity in the visual
system. To a signiﬁcant extent, various depth cues such as shading, stereopsis, and perspective may be processed independently
to arrive at depth estimates for points in the scene. Models that
combine the outputs of such depth modules are referred to as weak
fusion models. Landy et al.26 recognized the difﬁculty of integrating
incommensurate cues and proposed the model of “modiﬁed weak
fusion,” in which outputs of depth modules are combined linearly
but limited nonlinear interaction is allowed to “promote” cues so
that they have a common measurement scale and can be combined.
This promotion may include calibration, scaling, and other effects
driven by secondary cues. Although simple, this idea of a linear
combination of quasi-independent depth modules has been quite
successful in practice.
The solution that often arises is familiar to engineers, particularly
those trained in communications theory. The brain must arrive at
the optimal or most probable percept α consistent with the set of
depth estimates x (i.e., maximize the conditional probability of P(α
| x)). Unsurprisingly, classical techniques such as maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs)27 have been applied successfully. While
theoretically limited, such linear estimators and more general
Bayesian estimators have proved surprisingly successful in describing quantitatively how cues interact in the laboratory. The basic
MLE solution predicts that observers should weight the depth cues
May/June 2012
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Figure 9 . Cue combination. Curves show the likelihood of a given depth value (horizontal axis) provided by two cues and the MLE combination (all
normalized for unit area). (a) When the estimates of the two cues are similar, the weighted combination gives a more precise estimate. (b) When bias is
large, the cue combination may not be consistent with either cue.

according to their reliability (Figure 9), which is the inverse of

■

MLE and other weighted averages of depth cues are only appropriate if the modules provide (noisy) estimates of the same
value. If one cue is suspected to be strongly biased or inaccurate,
the visual system should discount it. By analogy, if you made
10 measures of a parameter and 9 measured 50 ± 2 units, you
would consider a 10th measurement of 500 to be likely probably caused by error and would therefore not average it with the
others. It has been proposed that the visual system is similarly
robust when cues are discrepant, for instance, vetoing unreliable
cues.26,31,32 However, linear cue integration sometimes seems to
occur even when cues are discrepant.33

■

The weights adopted can vary by viewer, even if all have good
stereopsis. For instance, in judgments of the slant of surfaces,
some observers preferentially weight perspective and others disparity.34,35

■

The weights assigned can vary with the type of task, previous
experience, type of scene, and location in the image.

■

Van Ee et al. claim that discrepant depth cues can result in alternation of discrepant perceptions over time rather than stable cue
integration,36 though Girshick and Banks failed to replicate this
ﬁnding.35

their variance (
) (Fig. 9).26 For example, with depth estimates D from two cues, we obtain the following:



If the cues have equal reliabilities, their weights are both 1/2 (averaging) and the reliability of the combined estimate increases by
a factor of 2.
More generally, cue integration can be formulated to take into account the likelihood of various perceptions and changes in the
reliability of cues with distance, slant, and other factors.28 Recent
research has turned to issues of dependencies among the cues and
robustness when they disagree (described later).

Cue Trading
If we can successfully express depth perception as a weighted depth
cue combination, as described previously, an obvious question arises:
To what extent we can trade one cue for another? Could we reduce
interaxial distance (i.e., camera separation) and hence disparity for
visual comfort while turning up the perspective, motion parallax or
shading to compensate?29 To a certain extent, this is possible and even
mandatory if cues are combined at a perceptual level, with the viewer
having access to only the ﬁnal percept.30 However, there are limits to
the degree to which this can be accomplished and automated:
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Thus, cue trading is a complex, scene-dependent, and often idiosyncratic process.

Cue Conﬂict Examples
Depth Sign
Cue conﬂicts in depth sign (in front versus behind) or depth order are often considered especially strong conﬂicts. The standard
example of this in S3D ﬁlm is window violation. Occlusion cues
indicate the frame edge is in front of the stereoscopic imagery that
is portrayed in front of it. Cue dominance may be perceived, with
SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal //
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the occlusion cue pinning the surface to the edge of the screen. In
other cases, strange and uncomfortable cue dissociations can be
perceived. Similar issues arise with depth-sign errors in automated
2D-to-3D conversion.

Depth Magnitude
As described previously, if cue conﬂicts are modest, there tends
to be trading or weighted averaging of cues to depth magnitude.
Thus, other cues such as perspective and shading act to modulate
the depth from disparity. Many of these conﬂicts are a consequence
of differential effects of rig and projection parameters (e.g., focal
length, interaxial distance, depth of ﬁeld, screen distance, and
screen size) on different depth cues. In many cases, cue integration
can affect other aspects besides depth, such as apparent size.

Slant
The orientation of surfaces in depth, or slant, is important for shape
and object recognition. The relationship between slant speciﬁed
by perspective-based cues (e.g., texture gradients) and disparitygradient cues varies with focal length and magniﬁcation on the one
hand and rig parameters such as interaxial distance on the other.
Studies have shown that observers weight perspective and disparity to arrive at an estimate of surface slant.34,37 When surface slant
from perspective and disparity differ greatly, observers tend to rely
on one cue vetoing the other, but the cue preference is idiosyncratic and does not necessarily favor the most reliable.35,38
Misalignment of the stereo rig can also produce slant distortions
(see the earlier description). Rotational misalignment of the images about the z-axis produces horizontal disparity patterns consistent with the scene being slanted in depth about a horizontal axis.
Similarly, size miscalibration (e.g., because of a difference in focal
length in the two cameras) produces disparities consistent with
slant about a vertical axis. Another distortion caused by keystone
distortions arising from toed-in convergence of the cameras. This
predicts perceived curvature of stereoscopic space.39,40 While undesirable, these distortions are most noticeable when monocular cues
are weak and strong perspective can attenuate or eliminate them.

Qualitative Depth and Appearance
Interaction of stereopsis with shading and lighting in an S3D context
is important. Much work needs to be done here, but it seems that
lighting for depth can enhance the sense of volume and space in
S3D content. Similarly, beyond geometrical properties of stereopsis
like slant, stereopsis can inﬂuence perception of material properties
like transparency.41 Many stereographers feel that specular highlights
should be avoided at all costs. In everyday experience, however, binocular differences in intensity produce perceptions of luster that
support the perception of surface gloss.42 An effect of lighting on
perceived depth is provided in Fig. 10. In S3D content, however,
one can obtain intensity disparities that are not associated with surface glossiness and thus can conﬂict with monocular information on
shininess. For instance, if the beam splitter in a mirror rig is polarization sensitive (i.e., preferentially reﬂects one polarization state while
transmitting the other), the two images can have large differences in
intensity for reﬂecting surfaces like water and glass. These artifacts
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are caused by beam-splitter characteristics rather than the interocular difference in vantage point, so they are difﬁcult for the brain
to interpret ecologically (e.g., the entire surface of a pond might be
bright in one eye but not the other). By their nature, specularities are
highly directional, and are hence constrained, phenomena. Binocular specular highlights are informative, but fairly small changes can
make them geometrically implausible. We might be more sensitive
to incorrect binocular specularities than to other cue conﬂicts.

Tolerance to Cue Conﬂict
A key concern is the tolerance of the typical observer to these cue
conﬂicts. How much can we tolerate? When problematic, how much
does it bother us? Unfortunately, particularly in the context of rich
cinematic content, these are still open questions. Cue conﬂict has
been linked to simulator sickness effects and degraded perception.
We understand in certain situations how cue conﬂict can cause issues (e.g., see the section on vergence and accommodation conﬂict).
Most of these data have come from either nonspeciﬁc image-quality
and comfort surveys or laboratory experiments. Generalizing these
results to a viewer watching rich and varied content for a full-length
motion picture is important but not straightforward.
Motion pictures, S3D or not, are not normally viewed from the
seat equivalent to the center of the perspective projection. Banks et
al.43 has shown that we do not experience the distortion predicted
from perspective geometry as we view the image off-axis. This is
expected from our ability to watch TV. As we move our head, the
perception is consistent with a ﬂat picture, and we have presumably learned a type of constancy in which we interpret the image
as essentially a projection normal to the plane. In S3D content,
the screen plane is shattered and we see vivid depth. Banks et al.
found that when seated off-axis while viewing a simple S3D scene,
observers saw the scene according to the stereo geometry. One can
demonstrate this by translating the head side to side while viewing
an S3D display. The scene appears to rotate with the head translates
and distorts as the 3D world morphs to be appropriate with the current viewpoint. Banks et al. found essentially none of the constancy
effect they found for 2D images with their simple hinged surface
stimulus. It remains to be determined whether stronger perspective information could produce partial perspective constancy in
rich media like S3D ﬁlms or whether the difference in the viewer’s
amount of experience with 2D and S3D media plays a role.

FOCUSING AND FIXATING ON STEREOSCOPIC IMAGES:
WHAT WE KNOW AND NEED TO KNOW
Technological advances have improved stereo media since previous 3D fads. Nonetheless, problems of discomfort and fatigue (and
poor stereoscopic depth perception) remain prevalent. For example, in a recent large-scale survey (n > 7000) by the Russian movie
website Kinopoisk.ru, 36% of respondents reported experiencing
headaches or eye tiredness while watching S3D movies.44 As S3D
viewing enters the mainstream and becomes a daily activity for the
general population, there is a need to better understand how the
human visual system responds to stereoscopic media if safe and
effective content is to be developed.
May/June 2012

Figure 10. Use of lighting to enhance the perception of depth. Top and bottom stereo pairs are arranged for cross-eyed fusion and have the same camera
parameters. The top pair has high-contrast lighting; the bottom has flat lighting. Viewers generally report that the top pair has more depth than the
bottom pair.

Vergence–Accommodation Conﬂicts
For several reasons, viewing stereo media can have unpleasant effects on viewers.45,46 Arguably the most important is the unnatural
stimulus to the eye’s focusing response. When we look at objects that
are nearer or farther away, our eyes make two distinct oculomotor responses. The muscles in our eyes change the shape of the lens to try
to focus the image on the retinas, a process called accommodation. At
the same time, we rotate our two eyes equal and opposite amounts to
try to bring the object of interest to the center of each retina, referred
to as vergence. In natural viewing, we accommodate and converge to
the same distance. Stereo cinema and TV systems, however, present
images on a single, ﬁxed image plane (the screen), so viewers must
often make vergence eye movements to one distance (e.g., to an object nearer than the screen) while accommodating at a different distance (the screen surface; Fig. 11). Thus, there is mismatch between
the stimulus to accommodation and the stimulus to vergence; this is
the vergence–accommodation conflict.
Accommodation and vergence do not operate independently but
are synergistically coupled. Under natural-viewing conditions,
each response makes the other quicker and more precise. The “decoupling” of accommodation and vergence required by stereo media is difﬁcult and effortful for many people and has been shown
to cause discomfort and fatigue and to degrade the perception of
depth.47-54
May/June 2012

There are other causes of aversive symptoms in stereo media, including (1) misalignments or misscaling of the two eyes’ images
that arises from differences in the optics in pairs of stereo cameras or inaccuracies in camera rigs; (2) unnatural binocular disparities because of, for example, camera toe-in; and (3) cross-talk,
or “ghosting,” where imperfect separation of the two eyes’ images
results in the left eye’s image being partially visible to the right
eye, and vice versa. Tractable solutions exist for these problems,
however. Modern display technologies (active liquid-crystal shutter glasses; polarizing or chromatic ﬁlters on the projector, TV, or
glasses; and line-by-line pattern polarization on some TVs) have
all but eliminated ghosting. Perhaps more signiﬁcantly, the switch
to digital ﬁlm (and displays) means that distortions and misalignments of the left and right eyes’ images can be ﬁxed in post-production using stereo image-processing software. In contrast, the
vergence–accommodation conﬂict is fundamental to all existing
stereo cinema and TV systems. Some researchers have developed
multifocal-plane displays47,55-58 that can successfully eliminate the
conﬂict.57,59 However, these displays do not permit multiple viewers, or even multiple single viewpoints, and thus do not offer a
practical solution for cinema and TV.
If vergence–accommodation conﬂicts in cinema and TV cannot
be eliminated, we must instead understand and quantify the exact
conditions that cause aversive side effects. This allows guidelines
to be developed for the amount of variation in stereo depth that
SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal //
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is acceptable, the timescale over which variations can occur, and
whether some sections of the population are more affected than
others.
It has long been suspected that vergence–accommodation conﬂicts
cause fatigue and discomfort, but it has only recently been conﬁrmed empirically. Most studies of fatigue and discomfort compare
effects of viewing stereo images with viewing normal 2D images.
This approach is problematic for two reasons. First, 2D viewing typically differs from stereo viewing in several ways that can,
themselves, cause aversive symptoms (including ghosting, motion
judder from the temporal properties of the stereo system, and incorrectly aligned stereo images). Determining the effects of the vergence–accommodation conﬂict unambiguously therefore requires
that the conﬂict be manipulated while keeping all other stimulus
properties constant. Second, increased discomfort from viewing
S3D media, compared to 2D viewing, could result not from the vergence–accommodation conﬂict per se but simply from the requirement to make vergence eye movements to ﬁxate objects nearer and
farther away. To rule out this possibility, the eye movements must
also be equivalent in the two conditions. Thus, conventional stereo
viewing should also be compared to equivalent real-world viewing conditions in which accommodation and vergence demands
are varied together.
Hoffman et al.49 used a multi-focal-plane display to create realworld variations in accommodation and vergence while holding
all other stimulus properties constant. They compared viewers’
reports of fatigue and discomfort in two viewing conditions: (1)
conventional stereo display conditions, in which the stereoscopic
depth of points in the images varied but the accommodation distance (screen distance) was ﬁxed, and (2) real-world conditions,
in which the accommodative distance varied with the variations in
stereoscopic depth. In the conventional-display condition, viewers reported signiﬁcantly higher levels of symptoms related to
visual fatigue, indicating that vergence–accommodation conﬂicts
can cause these aversive symptoms. They also showed that vergence–accommodation conﬂicts degrade depth perception, causing
a reduction in the ability to discriminate ﬁne detail in stereoscopic
depth (stereoacuity) and increased time to fuse stereo images (see
also Akeley et al.47 and Watt et al.53).

Decoupling Vergence and Accommodation Responses
The eyes must focus and converge reasonably accurately; otherwise, the resulting perceptual experience will be poor. The accommodation error must be within the eye’s depth of focus—approximately ±0.25 diopters (D)60,61—for the image to appear clear and
sharp. In addition, the vergence error must be within Panum’s fusion area (0.25° to 0.5°, or 0.07 to 0.14 D); otherwise, stereoscopic
fusion does not occur, resulting in double vision (diplopia). The
coupling of the accommodation and vergence systems means that
these two responses cannot be varied independently, so with large
conﬂicts in the stimuli to accommodation and vergence, stereo images are likely to appear blurred, diplopic, or both. It is therefore
critical to understand the range within which accommodation and
vergence responses can be decoupled without causing aversive
side effects. Most of what we know about this comes from oph-
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a

Natural viewing: Eyes focused and
converged at same distance

b

screen
surface

Stereo 3D viewing: Eyes focused and
converged at different distances
Figure 11. The vergence–accommodation conflict in stereoscopic
displays. (a) In natural viewing, vergence and accommodation are to the
same distance. (b) In stereo displays, these two oculomotor responses
must be decoupled for the viewer to have clear, single binocular vision.

thalmological studies, designed to establish limits for prism and
lens prescriptions for spectacles.62 This work has given rise to two
important concepts: the zone of clear, single binocular vision (ZCSBV) and Percival’s zone of comfort (ZoC). The ZCSBV describes
the extent to which accommodation and vergence responses can
be decoupled while maintaining a clear, single binocular percept. It
describes the maximum attainable decoupling of accommodation
and vergence responses, but fatigue, discomfort, or both can be
induced with much less decoupling. Based on experiments with
prescribing spectacles, Percival63 suggested that the middle third
of the ZCSBV represented the range of vergence–accommodation
postures that could be achieved without causing discomfort. This
is referred to as Percival’s ZoC (Fig. 12).

Stereoscopic ZoC
Percival’s zone is useful conceptually, but it may be of only limited value in describing the ZoC for stereo displays. Vergence–accommodation conﬂicts resulting from lens or prism corrections
in spectacles are likely to be easier for the system to adapt to (by
adapting the vergence–accommodation coupling) because (1) they
introduce a ﬁxed offset between the stimuli to vergence and accommodation, whereas in stereo viewing the conﬂict constantly changes, and (2) spectacles are worn continuously, so people are exposed
to a constant conﬂict for long durations, while stereo viewing occurs for relatively short durations. Thus, it is important to measure
the ZoC for stereo viewing in a relevant context.
To our knowledge, only one study has attempted to map the ZoC
for stereo displays while appropriately isolating the vergence–accommodation conﬂict. Shibata et al.64 used an adaptive optics multifocal-plane display56 and recorded subjective ratings of discomMay/June 2012
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Figure 12. ZoC. (a) Plot of accommodation distance as a function of vergence distance, both in diopters. The estimate of the ZCSBV is in gray, Percival’s ZoC is
in green, and the estimate of the ZoC for S3D viewing from Shibata et al.64 is in red. The phoria line for a typical viewer is also shown. (b) ZoC from Shibata et al.
when plotted in units of distance rather than diopters. The horizontal lines represent the typical viewing distances for various common devices.

fort (with questionnaires) as a function of (1) the viewing distance
and (2) the sign of the conﬂict (stereo objects nearer to versus
farther from the display surface). They found effects of both factors. A given vergence–accommodation conﬂict resulted in overall
slightly higher ratings of fatigue, discomfort, or both at far viewing
distances than at near distances. The sign of conﬂict also had a
small but signiﬁcant effect that interacted with viewing distance.
At near distances, fatigue and discomfort ratings to a given conﬂict
magnitude were greater for objects nearer than the screen, and at
far distances they were greater for objects farther than the screen.
Interestingly, this asymmetry was related to the individual’s phoria.
Phoria is the vergence position adopted by the eyes when there is
no stimulus to vergence but accommodation is stimulated. Thus,
a person’s phoria can be thought of as the extent to which that
individual’s accommodation and vergence responses are naturally
decoupled at different accommodation distances.62 Although there
are signiﬁcant individual differences in phoria, the typical pattern
is to converge farther than the accommodation distance at near
distances and nearer than the accommodation distance at far distances65 (Fig. 12). Thus, we might expect, as Shibata et al.64 found,
that it is most demanding to converge nearer than the screen distance at near viewing distances and farther than the screen at far
viewing distances.
Figure 12 plots the ZCSBV, and Percival’s zone, as estimated from
the literature by Shibata et al.64 It also plots Shibata et al.’s estimate
of the stereoscopic ZoC, based on their questionnaire data. This estimate is approximate because it is based on noisy questionnaire data
and relatively few measurements (fatigue ratings to just one conﬂict
magnitude for each distance and sign of conﬂict), but it nonetheless
represents the current best guess of the shape of the ZoC.
May/June 2012

Screen Distance and the ZoC
Figure 12 (a) plots the various zones in units of diopters—the
reciprocal of distance in meters. Using diopters is appropriate, because the amount of blur in the retinal image is proportional to
defocus in diopters, not physical distance. Changes in vergence
angle have a similar relationship with physical distance. Thus, a
given change in the dioptric distance to a stimulus requires approximately the same change in accommodation, vergence, or both
independent of the overall distance to the stimulus. Perhaps unsurprisingly then, the width of the comfort zone is quite similar
in diopters for screens positioned at different distances. This has
important implications for the width of the ZoC in physical distance for different viewing situations. Figure 12 (b) plots Shibata
et al.’s ZoC estimate as a function of physical distance.64 In meters,
the width of the comfort zone is small at near viewing distances.
It is much larger at far viewing distances, but it is still possible
to exceed the ZoC at TV and even cinema viewing distances (by
presenting objects too near to the viewer). Thus, the often-made
assumption that vergence–accommodation conﬂicts do not matter
at far viewing distances is not true.

ZoC in Cinematography
The TV and movie industry is aware that large vergence–accommodation conﬂicts are problematic, but there is no commonly agreed
rule to deal with them. Widespread practice appears to be to control the maximum amount of horizontal disparity as a proportion of
screen width so that screen parallax (the horizontal separation between the left and the right eye’s image points on the screen) is within 2% to 3% of the screen width for objects nearer than the screen
and 1% to 2% of screen width for objects farther than the screen.46,66
SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal //
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This rule of thumb has practical value to ﬁlmmakers, because the
range of on-screen parallax resulting from a given scene and camera conﬁguration can be examined readily (i.e., on the ﬁlm set) by
overlaying each eye’s image on a standard monitor. This rule is fundamentally incorrect, however, because it does not take into account
the size of the screen that the content will be displayed on or the
viewing distance. The disparities at the viewer’s eyes (and therefore
the vergence–accommodation conﬂict) depend on the differences in
angular direction of image points at the two eyes, so they vary considerably if the same on-screen parallax—speciﬁed in pixels, or as a
proportion of screen size—is viewed on a small versus large screen
or at a near versus far viewing distance. In practice, the consequences of using this incorrect rule may not be catastrophic, because we
tend to view large screens at farther distances than we view small
screens (i.e., the screen size, measured in visual angle, does not vary
dramatically).67 But importantly, the asymmetry in tolerance to stereo depths nearer and farther than the screen64 varies with viewing
distance. Clearly, this has implications for how content should be
optimized for different viewing situations, including scaling movies
down to TV format; even if the screen has constant angular size, different on-screen parallax limits may be needed for near (computer or
TV) and far (cinema) viewing.

What We Need to Know to Specify General Guidelines
Existing studies demonstrate that the underlying concept of a ZoC
for accommodation and vergence responses is valid and useful.
They fall short, however, of the speciﬁc knowledge required for
comprehensive guidelines on producing S3D content.
Factors predicting an individual’s susceptibility to aversive symptoms remain largely unknown. Large individual differences in a
range of ophthalmological variables could conceivably affect a person’s susceptibility to discomfort from vergence–accommodation
conﬂicts. For instance, people’s ability to decouple accommodation
and vergence responses differs signiﬁcantly, as do their phorias and
their ability to accommodate to different distances.62 Large-scale
population studies are required to establish the relationships between these ophthalmological variables and aversive symptoms
during stereo viewing. If there are indeed large differences in individuals’ ZoCs, the placement of content in stereo depth may need
to be conservative to remain acceptable to the majority of people.
The viewer’s age is likely to be a particularly important factor. There
is a belief in the stereo industry that older viewers are more affected
by vergence–accommodation conﬂicts than younger viewers. For
instance, “oculo-motor exercising [decoupling accommodation
and vergence] can be painful and can increase in difﬁculty with
age. Kids would just not care, when elderly persons may be unable
to practice it.”46 However, the opposite is probably true. The ability
to vary accommodation state decreases signiﬁcantly with age, so
under natural viewing, older adults experience vergence–accommodation conﬂicts most of the time (because they cannot vary
their accommodation response with vergence when looking nearer
and farther). Indeed, their oculomotor responses more closely resemble those required for viewing stereo media: changing vergence
while accommodating to a ﬁxed distance. Consistent with this,
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Yang et al.68 recently found that people age 24 to 34 years reported
more discomfort than people age 45 and over when viewing the
same S3D content.
It also remains to be determined whether there are any short- or
long-term effects of prolonged, repeated exposure to the unnatural
stimulus presented by stereoscopic displays. In adults, accommodation–vergence coupling is quite adaptable,69 so there is a possibility that accommodation function may take some time to return
to normal following prolonged viewing of S3D media. Moreover, as
the S3D industry continues to develop, our use of stereo media will
change from an occasional activity to an everyday one. The introduction of stereo computer games, in particular, exposes viewers
to vergence–accommodation conﬂicts regularly for potentially long
periods. We may need to be particularly cautious about long-term
effects of vergence–accommodation conﬂicts on younger children,
because their visual systems are still developing.70 We know of no
speciﬁc causes for concern at this time, but the research required
to identify relevant issues has not yet been done. It is reasonable to
assume that vergence–accommodation coupling exists because it is
beneﬁcial, so we should be cautious when systematically disrupting its natural operation. The ZoC could be measured in children
in the same way it has been measured in adults. Clearly, however,
it would not be acceptable to carry out the long-term experimental
studies that would be required to understand any potential longterm effects (although, ironically, young people may expose themselves to such a regime voluntarily). Thus, clinical, research, and
industry communities should remain alert to the development of
unwanted symptoms in users of stereo media.

TEMPORAL PRESENTATION PROTOCOLS: FLICKER,
MOTION ARTIFACTS, AND DEPTH DISTORTIONS
Temporal Protocols in Stereo Displays
It is clearly desirable to be able to present ﬂicker-free image content without noticeable motion artifacts or distortions of perceived
depth. Here, we investigate how the means of presenting stereo
images over time affects the visibility of ﬂicker, motion, and depth.
S3D displays generally use one conventional 2D display to present
different images to the left and right eyes. Because S3D displays are
so similar to conventional nonstereo displays, many of the standards, protocols, technical analyses, and artistic effects that have
been developed for nonstereo displays also apply to S3D. However,
important differences between nonstereo and stereo displays can
produce artifacts unique to stereo presentation.
There are a variety of ways to present different images to the two
eyes. The ﬁeld-sequential approach presents images to the left and
right eyes in temporal alternation (e.g., RealD and Dolby). Among
ﬁeld-sequential approaches, there are several ways to present the
alternating images in time, including multiple-ﬂash methods. In
addition to ﬁeld-sequential approaches, one can present images to
the two eyes simultaneously by using multiple projectors (IMAX),
wavelength-multiplexing techniques (Inﬁtec and anaglyph), or
spatial multiplexing (micropol) on one 2D display. Figure 13 scheMay/June 2012

matizes some protocols. Column 6 shows the RealD and Dolby approach. The IMAX approach is similar to column 1.

Spatiotemporal Frequencies
To examine how various temporal presentation methods affect
the viewer’s perceptual experience with stereo displays, it is useful
to examine the temporal and spatial frequencies created by these
methods. We begin by considering stroboscopic presentation of a
moving object presented to one eye.71 To create the appearance of a
high-contrast vertical line moving smoothly at speed s, we present
a sequence of brief snapshots of the line at time intervals Δt, with
each view displaced by Δx = sΔt. The temporal presentation rate tp
is the reciprocal of the time between presentations: tp = 1/Δt.
Figure 14 (a) depicts a real stimulus moving at speed s and the
stroboscopic version of that stimulus. Spatial position is plotted as
a function of time. By using the Fourier transform, we determine
the temporal and spatial frequencies in these two stimuli. These are
depicted in Fig. 14 (b). Spatial frequency is plotted as a function of
temporal frequency. The Fourier transform of the real moving stimulus is the black line; it has a slope of −1/s. The transform of the
stroboscopic stimulus is represented by the black and green lines.
The black line is the same line as for the real stimulus. The green
lines are aliases: artifacts created by the stroboscopic presentation.
Their slopes are −1/s, and they are separated horizontally by tp.
Thus, the spatiotemporal frequencies of the stroboscopic stimulus
contain a signal component (the black line) plus a series of aliases
(the green ones). As the speed of the stimulus s increases, the slope
of the signal and aliases decreases. As the presentation rate tp in-

creases, the separation between the aliases increases. When the
aliases are visible to a viewer, the percept contains ﬂicker, motion
artifacts, or both. When the aliases are not visible, the percept is
nonﬂickering and smooth.
To assess the visibility of the aliases, we consider what human viewers can and cannot see. The system’s sensitivity to different temporal
and spatial frequencies is described by the spatiotemporal contrast
sensitivity function (CSF). Figure 15 plots the CSF for a typical
viewer under room-light conditions. This function has been called
the window of visibility because it characterizes the spatiotemporal
stimuli that can be seen, as opposed to the ones that cannot be seen.
The CSF is represented in Fig. 14 by the white ellipse. The dimensions of the ellipse’s principal axes are the highest visible temporal
frequency cff and the highest visible spatial frequency. Aliases falling within the ellipse are generally visible, and those falling outside
are not. We can now see how a stroboscopic stimulus could appear
identical to a smoothly moving real stimulus. If the two are moving
at the same speed and the stroboscopic presentation tp is fast enough,
the aliases would fall outside the window of visibility, and the stroboscopic and real stimuli could not be discriminated. Similarly,
the stroboscopic and real stimuli could be discriminated when the
aliases fall within the window of visibility: the stroboscopic stimulus
would exhibit ﬂicker, motion artifacts, or both.
We discussed stroboscopic presentation in Fig. 14 because such
presentation determines the spatiotemporal frequencies of the
aliases and those frequencies remain for other protocols that are
actually used in S3D displays. Other presentation methods (sample

Figure 13. Temporal protocols used in S3D displays. The columns represent different protocols. In the upper row, each panel plots the position of stimulus
moving at constant speed in the plane of the screen as a function of time. Red and blue line segments represent the presentations of the images to the
left and right eyes, respectively. The arrows indicate the times at which the stimulus was captured (or computed). Black arrows indicate left and right
images captured simultaneously. Red and blue arrows indicate left and right images captured in alternating fashion. Black diagonal lines represent the
correct positions for the left and right images as a function of time. In the lower row, each panel plots disparity as a function of time. Black horizontal
lines represent the correct disparities. Black dots represent the disparities when the two eyes’ images are presented simultaneously. Green dots represent
the disparities that would be calculated if the left-eye image is matched to the successive right-eye image and the right-eye image is matched to the
successive left-eye image. Dashed horizontal lines represent the time-average disparities that would be obtained by such matching. Wherever a horizontal
line is not visible, the average disparity is the same as the correct disparity, so the two lines superimpose.
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STEREOSCOPY AND THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM continued
a

b

Figure 14. Properties of a smoothly moving stimulus and a stroboscopic stimulus. (a) The gray diagonal line represents the motion of a smoothly
moving vertical line on axes of time and horizontal position. The green dots represent the stroboscopic presentation of that stimulus; brief flashes
occur at multiples of Δt. (b) Fourier transform (technically the amplitude spectrum) for the smoothly moving and stroboscopic stimuli plotted on axes
of temporal frequency (in cycles per second or hertz) and spatial frequency (in cycles per degree). The black diagonal line represents the temporal and
spatial frequencies of the smoothly moving stimulus. Green lines are the additional frequencies from the stroboscopic stimulus; they are temporal aliases
separated by τp = 1/Δt. The ellipse contains combinations of temporal and spatial frequency that are visible to the visual system. The highest visible
temporal frequency is indicated by cff, and the highest visible spatial frequency is indicated by va. The shaded region contains combinations of temporal
and spatial frequency that are not visible.

and hold, multiﬂash, etc.) do not change the pattern of aliases; they
only change their amplitudes.

Flicker Visibility
We now consider when ﬂicker is visible in an S3D display. We deﬁne visible ﬂicker as perceived ﬂuctuations in the brightness of the
stimulus. We assume that ﬂicker is perceived when aliases such as
those in Fig. 14 (b) encroach the window of visibility near a spatial
frequency of zero (i.e., along the temporal-frequency axis).
In ﬁeld-sequential stereo displays (e.g., active shutter glasses or
passive glasses with active switching in front of the projector), the
monocular images consist of presentation intervals alternating with
dark intervals. In some cases, each presented image of the moving
stimulus is a new one. We refer to this as a single-flash protocol; it
is schematized in Fig. 16 (a). There is also a double-flash protocol,
in which the images are presented twice before updating, and a
triple-ﬂash protocol, in which they are presented three times before
updating. We use f to represent the number of such ﬂashes in a
protocol. Those protocols are also schematized in the left column
of Fig. 16 and in Fig. 13. Multiﬂashing is similar to the double and
triple shuttering that is done with ﬁlm-based movie projectors. The
double- and triple-ﬂash protocols are used to reduce the visibility
of ﬂicker (RealD and Dolby use triple ﬂash, and IMAX uses ﬁeldsimultaneous double ﬂash). We refer to the rate at which new images are presented as the capture rate tc (or 1/tc, where tc is the time
between image updating). We refer to the rate at which images,
updated or not, are delivered to an eye as the presentation rate tp
(or 1/tp). Thus, tc = tp/f (or tc = ftp).
The Fourier transform for the single-ﬂash, ﬁeld-sequential protocol is shown in Fig. 16 (b). With the insertion of dark frames,
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the amplitude of the aliases at a temporal frequency of tc is rather high. As a result, ﬂicker should be quite visible, whether the
stimulus is moving or not, unless a high presentation rate is used.
The transforms for the double- and triple-ﬂash protocols are also
shown in Fig. 16 (b). The frequencies of the aliases are the same
in the single- and double-ﬂash protocols, but their amplitudes go
to zero at tc in double ﬂash and at 2tc in single ﬂash. In the tripleﬂash protocol, the aliases are again the same, but their amplitudes
go to zero at tc and again at 2tc, remaining small in-between. The
ﬁrst alias with nonzero amplitude along the temporal-frequency
axis occurs at a temporal frequency of tp (1/tp), which is the presentation rate. Thus, we predict that presentation rate, not capture
rate, determines ﬂicker visibility. This prediction was conﬁrmed in
a perceptual experiment.73 Because presentation rate should be the
primary determinant, we should be able to reduce ﬂicker visibility
for a ﬁxed capture rate by using multiﬂash protocols. Speciﬁcally,
ﬂicker should be less visible in the triple-ﬂash than in the doubleﬂash protocol and less visible in the double-ﬂash than in the singleﬂash protocol. This prediction has been shown to be correct.73
Stereo processing in the visual system is sluggish74; therefore, the
visual system is less sensitive to rapidly changing disparities than
to time-varying luminance signals. From this observation, we predict little if any difference in ﬂicker visibility between stereo and
nonstereo presentations, provided that the temporal protocols are
the same. This prediction is basically correct.73

Motion Artifacts
We now turn to the visibility of motion artifacts. These artifacts include judder (jerky or unsmooth motion appearance), edge banding (more than one edge seen at the edge of a moving stimulus),
May/June 2012

Figure 15. The human spatiotemporal CSF. The sensitivity to a moving
sinusoidal grating is plotted as a function of temporal frequency and
spatial frequency. Sensitivity is the reciprocal of the contrast required
to detect the stimulus and is represented by gray scale; brighter values
corresponding to higher sensitivity. Adapted from Kelly.72

and motion blur (perceived blur at a moving edge). The analysis
of motion artifacts is somewhat more complicated than the one for
ﬂicker because with a given capture rate, multiﬂash protocols do not
change the spatiotemporal frequency of the aliases. Instead, they differentially attenuate the amplitudes of the aliases at certain temporal
frequencies. Thus, the visibility of motion artifacts is determined by
the spatiotemporal frequencies and amplitudes of the aliases.
Viewers typically track a moving stimulus with smooth-pursuit eye
movements that keep the stimulus on the fovea, and this affects
what motion artifacts look like. With smooth pursuit, the image
of a smoothly moving stimulus becomes ﬁxed on the retina; that
is, for a real object moving smoothly at speed s relative to the observer, and an eye tracking at the same speed, the retinal speed of
the stimulus is zero. With a digitally displayed stimulus moving at
the same speed, the only temporally varying signal on the retina is
created by the difference between smoothly moving and discretely
moving images. Each image presentation of duration tp displaces
across the retina by Δx = −stp. Thus, signiﬁcant displacement can
occur with high stimulus speeds and low frame rates, thereby blurring the stimulus on the retina (“motion blur”).75,76
From the analysis of temporal and spatial frequencies, we can make
a number of predictions about the visibility of motion artifacts.
First, the visibility of motion artifacts should increase with increasing stimulus speed and decrease with increasing capture rate. More
speciﬁcally, combinations of speed and capture rate that yield a
constant ratio (s/tc) should have approximately equivalent motion
artifacts. Hoffman et al.73 tested this prediction and found that it is
essentially correct. Second, although speed and capture rate should
be the primary determinants of motion artifacts, multiﬂash protocols for a ﬁxed capture rate should produce more visible motion
artifacts. This too has been tested empirically and found to be corMay/June 2012

Figure 16. Properties of stimuli presented with multiple-flash protocols.
(a) Schematization of the single-, double-, and triple-flash protocols. In
each case, the same images are presented during the interval tc until
updated images are presented in the next interval. In multiflash protocols,
the duration of each image presentation tp is tc/f, where f is the number
of flashes. (b) Corresponding Fourier transforms of the multiflash stimuli
plotted as a function of temporal and spatial frequency. The transform of a
smoothly moving real stimulus is again a diagonal line with the slope −1/s.
Amplitude is represented by gray scale, with dark values corresponding to
higher amplitudes. The presentation rate tp (or 1/tp) is indicated by arrows.
The aliases are separated by tc (1/tp), which is also indicated by arrows. The
circles represent the window of visibility.

rect.73 Finally, edge banding should be determined by the number
of ﬂashes in multiﬂash protocols: two bands being perceived with
double ﬂash, three with triple ﬂash, and so on. This prediction has
been borne out empirically.73,76,77

Distortions of Perceived Depth
A temporal delay to one eye’s input can cause a moving object to
appear displaced in depth.78,79 Many protocols in Fig. 13 introduce
such a delay to one eye. If the delay alters the visual system’s estimate
of the disparity over time, this would in turn produce distortion in
the depth percept. Consider, for example, the Csim/Palt−1X protocol
(fourth column in Fig. 13). The solid horizontal line in the lower
SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal //
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Figure 17. Distortions of perceived depth with simultaneous capture and alternating presentation. The disparity distortion is plotted as a function of the
speed of a stimulus moving in the plane of the display screen. (a) Data from protocols with a 25 Hz capture rate. Purple circles represent the data with the
single-flash protocol (Csim/Palt−1X). Blue circles represent the data with the double-flash protocol (Csim/Palt−2X). Red asterisks represent the data from the tripleflash protocol (Csim/Palt−3X). The predictions for the time-average disparity model (lower row of Fig. 13) are the dashed lines with the colors corresponding
to the appropriate temporal protocol. (b) Data from the same protocols, but with different capture rates. In each case, the presentation rate was 75 Hz, so
the right eye’s image was delayed relative to the left eye’s image by 1/150 sec. The predictions for the time-average model are the dashed line. Cyan circles,
green circles, and red asterisks are the data from the single-, double-, and triple-flash protocols, respectively.

panel of the ﬁgure represents the correct disparity over time; that
is, the disparity that would occur with the presentation of a moving
real object in the plane of the screen. To compute disparity, the visual
system must match images in one eye with images in the other. But
the images in this protocol are presented to the two eyes at different
times, so nonsimultaneous images must be matched. If each image
in one eye is matched with the succeeding image in the other eye,
the estimated disparities would be the green dots in the lower panel
of the ﬁgure. For every two successive matches (three images), one
disparity estimate is equal to the correct value and one is greater. As
a result, the time-average disparity is biased relative to the correct
value, and this should cause a change in perceived depth: a perceptual distortion. The difference between the time-average disparity
and the correct disparity depends on the protocol: largest with single
ﬂash (Fig. 13, column 4) and smallest with triple ﬂash (column 6).
For this reason, the largest distortions should occur with single-ﬂash
protocols and the smallest with triple-ﬂash protocols. The magnitude of the distortions should also depend on speed, because the difference between the time-average disparity and the correct disparity
is proportional to speed. We refer to the distortions predicted from
the average disparity over time as the time-average model.
The most frequently used protocols employ simultaneous capture
and alternating presentation in which one eye’s image is delayed.
Figure 17 plots the predictions and data from such protocols with
different capture rates and numbers of ﬂashes. The predictions from
the time-average model are the dashed lines. Experimental data in
which the magnitude of the depth distortion was measured are represented by the colored symbols. As expected, the size of the distortion increases as stimulus speed increases. With 75 Hz capture,
the distortion increases up to the fastest speed tested. With 25 Hz
capture, the distortion levels off around 3°/sec and then decreases
at yet higher speeds. We conclude that perceived depth distortions
occur, as predicted by the time-average model, when capture and
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presentation synchrony are not matched. The model’s predictions
are accurate at slow speeds, but smaller distortions than those predicted are observed at fast speeds. The prediction failure at fast
speeds is the consequence of a temporal disparity-gradient limit.73
Thus, distortions of perceived depth occur with moving objects in
some stereo presentation protocols because they delay the input to
one eye relative to the other eye. As a consequence, objects moving in one direction can be perceived as closer and objects moving
in the opposite direction can be perceived as farther than they are
meant to be. Such distortions can be readily observed in stereo TV
and cinema. For example, in S3D broadcasts of World Cup soccer
in 2010, a ball kicked along the ground appeared to recede in depth
when moving in one direction (paradoxically seeming to go beneath the playing ﬁeld) and appeared to come closer in depth when
moving in the opposite direction. This speed-dependent effect can
be quite disturbing, so it is clearly useful to understand its cause
and how to potentially minimize or eliminate it.

Summary of Temporal Protocols
The work described here adds to the theoretical and empirical
foundation for determining what display parameters are likely to
yield noticeable ﬂicker, motion artifacts, and depth distortions.
From this foundation, we can make effective decisions about how
to minimize or even eliminate these undesirable effects.

CONCLUSION
Stereoscopic displays are being used ever more frequently, particularly for entertainment. In the various applications, the S3D imagery
should create a faithful impression of the structure of the scene being
portrayed. Temporal artifacts like ﬂicker and motion judder should
be minimal. Moreover, the viewer should be comfortable and not
May/June 2012

experience eye fatigue or headache. This paper reviewed current research on stereo human vision and how it informs us about how best
to create and present S3D imagery. Several issues were discussed including when and why it is important to get the projection geometry
correct, how interactions with other depth cues can enhance or degrade the viewer’s experience, why eye fatigue and discomfort occurs
with S3D imagery and how to minimize such adverse effects. Why
presentation protocols affect the visibility of ﬂicker, motion artifacts,
and depth distortions and how to minimize those problems was also
discussed. We hope this will be useful to practitioners in creating the
best experiences for viewers.
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